What They Are Saying ...
I LOVED working with the digital "package"!!! ... The whole process for your concert MARIETTA
from beginning to end was EXACTLY what I wanted and for [which] I had been searching for
several months!! As I mentioned to you, I perused the OH Light Opera version, as well as BOTH
of the Tams versions. I was preparing myself to adapt one of these three for a concert, but your
version perfectly fit the bill!...and made my life MUCH easier!!! Thank you for your wonderful
work on this project.
Dr. Michael F. Anders
The University of Findlay
Findlay, Ohio

******
The absolute best day of each month is the day the VHSource Newsletter arrives. The work you are
accomplishing is such an important addition to the world of music and theatre. And the newsletter
is so much FUN to read. It’s as if in each issue you are bringing Victor Herbert back to life again for
us. Please keep up the wonderful work, and…
Thank you! Thank you!! Thank you!!!
Bruce Pomahac, Director of Music
The Rodgers & Hammerstein Organization
New York City
******
I quote from our guy who deals with our contracts for royalty shows: "What an amazingly simple
and reasonable contract! Compare it to one from MTI, and you'll see how easy a royalty show can
be." Good job!
Bruce Herman
Lyric Theatre of San Jose
San Jose, California
******
"I think an "electronic product" - even of the libretto - is worth paying for. You have provided added
value."
Jeff Carey
South Australian Light Opera Society
Adelaide, South Australia

*****
Thanks so much -- got the score; looks great. I want you to know how much I appreciate the
level of convenience I experienced with this transaction. Getting sheet music online is almost
never this easy. It's been a pleasure doing business with you! Thanks again.
Mark P
California

*****
This wonderful essay is a masterpiece and should be read by millions interested in musical
theatre and opera. Please include this in your book of compiled Victor Herbert Operetta articles
for in depth studies. I love the show business inside stories. Great work.
Glenn C
Florida

